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22 December, 2016 

Dear Ms Falsey, 

Thank you for your letter of 16 December 2016 to which you appended the latest response from 

PIMCO to the Committee, seeking NAMA's response to this Ietter. Additionally you sought further 

clarification from NAMA in relation to responses to previous queries of 8 and 13 December. The 

information sought is included below. 

I also refer to PIMCO's letter to the Committee of 14 December 2016, and your request for a response 

from NAMA, which is also included below. 

I would ask that you bring the correspondence to the attention of the Committee's members on our 

behalf. 

I trust that this information will be of assistance to the Committee. 

Yours sincerely, 

Ma in Whelan 

Head of Public Affairs 



Introduction 

The following sets out the context for Table 7 in the Board paper dated 12 December 2013. Table 7 appears in a section of the 

paper which is entitled ‘PIMCO Bid’ – its purpose was to compare different valuations of the underlying property collateral as 

viewed independently by both NAMA and PIMCO. In this regard and to ensure consistency in approach, it would not have 

been appropriate to include non-disposal income in the Table 7 analysis. 

By way of support, the PIMCO letter dated 4 December 2013 (previously provided to the Committee) clearly describes its bid 

range as preliminary and indicative and subject to the provision of additional information and to the completion of due 

diligence. It sets out two different valuations – one is the aggregate property values of the Top 55 assets and the other is an 

estimated indicative bid range for all the loans. The letter sets out the key assumptions underpinning the PIMCO assessment: 

1) PIMCO attributed a valuation of £950m to the collateral (property) value  of the Top 55 assets; 

2) The PIMCO offer letter does not indicate the collateral value that PIMCO is attributing to the property assets outside of 

the Top 55 assets; and 

3) PIMCO stated that “we believe that our offer range will be in the region of £1.1 billion to £1.3 billion”. This estimate 

presumably incorporated (a) PIMCO’s property valuation for the Top 55 assets which was £950m, (b) PIMCO’s 

estimate of the value of property assets outside of the Top 55 which they did not disclose in the 4 December 2013 

letter, (c) other relevant cash flows including non-disposal cash flows and capex and (d) PIMCO’s discount rate 

assumptions. The £1.1 billion - £1.3 billion offer range should appropriately be compared to the analysis in Table 9 of 

the December 2013 paper. 

PIMCO’s assessment did not indicate consideration of non-disposal income relating to the assets under review, hence, it was 

not appropriate for comparative purposes for NAMA to include non-disposal income in the aforementioned Table 7. 

As indicated by Table 7, PIMCO’s assessment of the underlying collateral value of the Top 55 property assets corresponds to 

NAMA’s valuation of £891m (described as Net Disposal Cash in Table 7), i.e. a like for like basis. In addition, NAMA attributed 



a valuation of £556m to assets outside the Top 55. Combined, the two sets of NAMA property valuations (net property 

disposal cashflows) add up to £1,447m which is then discounted at a 5.5% discount rate to arrive at an illustrative present 

value of £1,244m. 

We trust the above will assist in providing context to the specific answers below. 



Query/Response Question 

PAC Query 

(5 December) 

The amount of £1,244m presented as the net disposal forecast using a 5.5% discount rate appearing in 

Table 7 on page 15 of the Board paper considered at the meeting of 12 December does not appear to have 

been explained in that document. 

Can NAMA confirm whether the amount of £1,244m was intended to be and was, in effect, the result of 

applying a 10% purchasers’ discount to an NPV of £1,381m based on strategy up to that point or provide a 

clear and succinct alternative explanation by reference to information presented in the paper? 

NAMA Response 

(8 December) 

(1) makes reference to and provides information as to how the figure of £1,447m (the the net disposal forecast 

pre-discounting presented in the same Table) was arrived at “by deducting the non-disposal items (including rent, 

opex and overheads) of £143m from the £1,589m net cash figure (both are pre discounting”) 

and 

(2) also states that “the figure of “1,244m was arrived at was derived by applying a discount rate of 5.5% to the 

expected cashflows from the disposal of assets (i.e. excluding non-disposal items), which is £1,447 (as per Table 

7...)”. 

PAC Query 

(5 December) 

A number of questions arise, in relation to which a specific reply is requested in each case: 

(1) Why, in the context of the figures presented in the column referred to at (1) above, were non-disposal 

items and only non-disposal items excluded from calculations ? 

NAMA Response 

(8 December)

This 

It is assumed that the query is asking why ‘Capex’ is not excluded. This is because it is assumed that capex has to be 

incurred in order to achieve projected disposal values. 

Further PAC Query 

(16 December) 

response ignores the first part of the question, viz.: why non-disposal items were excluded. It is 

presumed that the non-disposal net cash sums forecast would, by default, accrue to a purchaser and it is 

therefore not clear why they would be treated as being of no value to the purchaser. 



Further NAMA
ascribed 

Response 

(22 December) 

(1.1) As noted in the introduction paragraph the purpose of Table 7 was to compare NAMA’s and PIMCO’s 

values of the underlying property collateral only. Hence, in this context it would not have been 

appropriate to include non-disposal income in the analysis. 

Further PAC Query 

(16 December) 

Your response to this part of the question should have a bearing on and inform or require a more complete 

reply to the second part, in relation to which it should be noted that, in Table 9, "capex" is included under 

both "disposal and capex net cash" and "total asset cash". At issue is the rationale for the different 

treatment of the the non-disposal net income and "capex" expenditures involved. 

If only for reasons of consistency, it would appear that total asset cash capex should be treated in the same 

way as non-disposal net cash. 

Further NAMAcosts. 

Response 

(22 December) 

(1.2) Total projected capex outflows were £72m. The £25m figure referred to relates to projected disposal 

This was not material and had no bearing on the decision making process. This should clarify any 

perceived inconsistency. 

PAC Query 

(5 December) 

(2) The figures presented in the column referred to at (1) above (Net disposal cash – No NPV) appear to 

relate to circumstances in which there is no need to apply a discount and non-disposal items are not 

relevant. As such they would appear to be consistent with and potentially relate to a scenario in which 

the purchaser sells the assets in the short term, effectively foregoing the net benefit of revenue flows 

(including rent, opex and overheads) that would otherwise accrue. 

Please provide a clear and succinct statement as to – 

(a) any reasons as to why, in your opinion, such consistency does not exist, 

NAMA Response 

(8 December)

This 

Table 7 does not purport to represent a scenario analysis. It compares the PIMCO bid with NAMA forecast disposal 

values and does not speculate on a purchaser strategy. 

Further PAC Query 

(16 December) 

response ignores the question asked, viz.: why the figures presented in the column should not be 

viewed as consistent with and potentially relating to a scenario in which the purchaser sells the assets in 

the short term. Simply asserting that this is not so is not an explanation, persuasive or otherwise. 



The Table compares the PIMCO offer with two NAMA net disposal forecast figures. It is difficult to see how 

these net disposal forecast figures could be arrived at other than on the basis of certain assumptions. 

Questions asked seek, in part, to arrive at an understanding of these assumptions, one or more 

assumptions effectively constituting a scenario. We are more than happy to accept a clear statement of the 

assumptions and corresponding calculations underpinning the figures in Table 7 without use of the word 

"scenario". 

Further NAMA 

Response 

(22 December) 

2.b.1: Please refer to “introduction section” and Response 1.1. This clearly sets out the basis for this table and 

the underlying assumptions. 

PAC Query 

(5 December) (b) any other scenario(s) in which the figure of £1,477 would be relevant, and 

NAMA Response 

(8 December) 

Please provide clarification as to what is expected here. As noted in our response to question 2(a) the analysis 

presented in Table 7 did not purport to represent a scenario analysis. It is a standalone table. 

Further PAC Query
disposal 

(16 December) 

It should be evident that the reason the figure was presented (and also the rationale for the figure) is 

unclear. The view is that statements such as that Table 7 "compares the PIMCO bid with NAMA forecast 

values" and "is a standalone Table" do not assist in an understanding of why this comparison with 

the PIMCO offer is being made and the assumptions upon which the figure was based. 

Further NAMA 

Response 

(22 December) 

2.b.1: Please refer to “ introduction section “ and Response 1.1. 

PAC Query 

(5 December) 

(c) why, in the context of a scenario in which the purchaser sells the assets in the short term or on the 

same basis that non-disposal items have been excluded, total asset cash capex (£72 m pre-discount) 

should not be treated in the same way as non-disposal items? 

NAMA Response 

(8 December) 

Please see explanation regarding capex above. NAMA never assumed that any potential purchaser could sell the 

portfolio in the short term. 



Further PAC Query 

(16 December) 

See comments on response to (a) above. Please treat the question as a hypothetical question and reply 

accordingly. 

Further NAMA 

Response 

(22 December) 

2.c.1 Please refer to “introduction section” above and Response 1. 

NAMA is not in a position to speculate or hypothesise on the potential actions of a third party. Further, the 

comparison related to point in time collateral valuations as at end 2013, rather than any hypothetical 

disposal strategy that could be pursued by PIMCO or any other potential purchaser. 

PAC Query 

(5 December) 

The figure of £1,244m presented as Net disposal NPV (5.5%) cannot be arrived at using the same approach 

described by you in relation to how the figure of £1,447m was derived. 

Please provide 

(a) contemporaneous papers detailing the calculations upon which the figure of £1,244m (the net disposal 

forecast using a 5.5% discount rate) was based or, if no contemporaneous papers exist, a reconstruction of 

the calculations making clear that what is being provided is a reconstruction, and 

NAMA Response
demonstrates 

(8 December) 

Set out below is a reconstruction of “Net Disposal Cash – No NPV”, which is an approximation but materially 

the basis for the £1,244m number. 

Further PAC Query 

(16 December) 

The response ignores the question asked. 

The question sought clarity in relation to how the figure of £1,244m (the net disposal forecast using a 

5.5% discount rate) was arrived at. The Table provides no information in this regard. 

The Table does no more that set out the figures in Table 9 upon which the figure of £1,447m (a figure that 

is not the subjected of this question) was derived. This explanation was provided in the NAMA response 

which gave rise to the series of questions to which you have now replied. As such, the Table provides 

information that was not sought and that had, in effect, been already provided. 

A detailed breakdown of the calculations resulting in the figure of £1,244m, by means of contemporaneous 

claculations and/or papers if possible, is still required. 

Further NAMA 

Response 

(22 December) 

3.a.1: The base numbers used in the calculation are the gross disposal figures less capex, which were sourced 

from Table 9 in the December 2013 Board paper. These are then discounted at to arrive at a present value 

using a 5.5% discount as presented in the Board paper. This is a reconstruction / approximation of how the 



£1,244m was calculated, which was what the question called 

available, but would not provide any further insight than the 

for. A contemporaneous calculation is not 

recalculation provided. 

	

2014 	2015 	2016 	2017 	2018 	2019 	2020 	Total 

Net Cash 	 506 	330 	196 	396 	69 	45 	47 	1,589 

Less NDI 	 58 	43 	31 	12 	 143 

Net Disposal Cash 	448 	287 	166 	385 	69 	45 	47 	1,447 

Net Disposal 5.5% 	425 	258 	141 	310 	53 	33 	32 	1,252 

PAC Query
their 

(5 December)

The 

(b) any information necessary in order to explain the intended purpose of the calculations and to explain 

component parts. 

NAMA Responserisk 

(8 December) 

intended purpose of the calculation, in Table 7 of the board paper, was to illustrate the effect of discounting for 

and cost of carry on the current projected gross disposal values only. 

PAC Further Query 

The response ignores the question asked. As no calculations in relation to the figure of £1.244 have yet 

been provided and as these were to be the subject of the explanations, this is not entirely surprising. When 

the calculations and accompanying explanations are provided, we will be in a position to assess whether 

the explanations provide sufficient clarity. 

Further NAMA 

Response 

(22 December) 
3. b.2: Please see responses above which we believe should address the question. 

PAC Query 

(5 December) 

Your response refers to the use of the 5.5% rate as being “for illustrative purposes”. The rate does not 

appear to have been described as such at any point in the Board paper. 

The use of the 5.5% rate in the Board paper appears to be entirely consistent with the Board decision of 

June 2013 in relation to the rate to be used for evaluating the viability of potential transactions or 

commercial decisions. 

NAMA Response Please see previous comprehensive responses, and June 2013 Board paper, which states the following: 



(8 December) 

“ 	it [the 5.5% rate] should not be used as an over-arching discount rate to evaluate all potential transactions. It 

is important that flexibility be maintained when evaluating potential transactions, and that care be taken to ensure 

that both (a) alternative NPV scenarios are generated using alternative discount rates and (b) that qualitative 

information is considered as part of the decision-making process.” 

PAC Query 

(5 December) 

Please confirm that the use of the 5.5% rate throughout the Board Paper was consistent with (if not 

required by) the Board decision of June 2013 or, alternatively, indicate where in the Board paper the 5.5% 

rate reflected the Board decision of June 2013 and where it was used “for illustrative purposes” only. 

NAMA Responseand 

(8 December) 

Please see explanation to previous question. As the appropriate discount rate is, as outlined in the June 2013 Board 

paper, inherently subject to significant judgment, the 5.5% rate was used in the December 2013 paper. All written 

oral evidence provided to the Committee including experts’ comprehensive written opinions demonstrate 

conclusively that a discount rate of at least 10-15% was appropriate for calculating the NPV for the Eagle portfolio. 

Further PAC Query 

Please confirm our understanding that what you are in effect saying above is consistent with the following 

statement: 

NAMA confirms that, at the time the December 2013 Board paper was presented, the 5.5% figure was 

included, without being in any way subject to qualification, as the appropriate discount rate following a 

process in which it was "subject to significant judgment". Expert opinion subsequently available [in 2016] 

and accordingly not reflected in the December board paper] was that the 5.5% discount rate , as used 

throughout in the Board paper as the discount to be applied to cash flow forecasts for calculating the NPV 

for the Eagle portfolio, should have been at least 10-15%. 

If so and in any event, please indicate how the expert opinion is relevant to the decisions made in relation 

to Project Eagle at the time. 

Further NAMA
January 

Response 

(22 December) 

NAMA does not agree with the presentation as set out above by the PAC Secretariat. The appropriate discount 

rate is subject to significant judgment and hence was considered by the NAMA Board in December 2013 and 

2014. Having considered the matter, the Board did not agree with the discount rate range set out in 

the December 2013 Board paper and regarded a higher discount rate range of 10-15% as being more 

appropriate. The Board’s position was subsequently endorsed by expert evidence obtained by NAMA in 2016 

which confirmed that the appropriate discount rate for this type of portfolio was 10-15%. This evidence has 



been provided to C&AG and the Committee as corroborating information. However, the appropriateness of a 

discount rate of at least 10% was a factor in the Board decision, as testified by NAMA Board members at 

Committee hearings between September and November 2016. 



NAMA’s response to points raised in PIMCO correspondence to PAC of 14 December 2016 

The PIMCO letter mainly addresses points made in a letter from Brown Rudnick to the Committee 

dated 24 November 2016 (the “Brown Rudnick letter”). Many of the factual points concern matters 

between PIMCO and Brown Rudnick that pre date PIMCO informing NAMA in March 2014 of the 

proposed success fee arrangement involving those parties. NAMA is therefore not in a position to add 

anything on those points, save in relation to a specific point referred to below concerning Mr Denis 

Rooney. 

As general points on PIMCO’s letter, we note the following: 

• The Committee’s letter of 30 November 2016 sought a response from PIMCO as to whether 

there were any assertions of fact in the Brown Rudnick letter that PIMCO disagreed with. The 

PIMCO letter does not address the Brown Rudnick letter paragraph by paragraph and seems to 

disagree on only a small number of points. 

• As stated before the Committee on 24 November 2016, NAMA wrote to PIMCO asking why the 

detail in its letter to the Committee of 8 November 2016 had not been made known to NAMA 

during the phone calls between 10 and 13 March 2014. We have received no response to this. 

Neither is the answer to this question apparent from the PIMCO letter. NAMA is sending out 

further correspondence requesting this information and will advise the Committee of any 

response from PIMCO. For completeness, neither has NAMA received any response to its 

request to PIMCO to confirm that there were no breaches of the Non-Disclosure Agreement 

(NDA) it had signed concerning the Eagle process. Again, NAMA is sending out further 

correspondence to PIMCO in respect of this and will advise the Committee of any response 

received, assuming PIMCO authorise the sharing of the response. 

• PIMCO has indicated that, as it has provided “substantive information” to the PAC, it hopes this 

will conclude its input. If, however, the Committee writes further to PIMCO or receives any 

further letters from PIMCO, NAMA would be obliged if you would share this correspondence 

with us, so that we may have an opportunity to respond. 



NAMA would make the following points concerning specific references made to NAMA and PIMCO’s 

phone calls with NAMA between 10 and 12 March 2014: 

1. Point 7 – Reference to Mr Denis Rooney 

The reference to NAMA being “in the loop” from June 2013 is incorrect, as is the reference to 

having appointed “Denis Rooney to look after the transaction in June 2013.” Based on Mr 

Rooney’s response to NAMA, this was incorrect. 

Mr Denis Rooney was appointed by the Minister for Finance in March 2012 to participate in a 

committee which he established in order to advise him on NAMA strategy. The function of this 

committee was to advise the Minister on certain aspects of NAMA. 

On receipt of the Committee’s email of 16 December 2016, the NAMA Chairman wrote to Mr 

Denis Rooney to inform him of the reference made and sought to understand whether he had 

any knowledge of the matter. Mr Rooney responded promptly to the effect that he had not had 

any contact with PIMCO or Brown Rudnick before, during or after his term as a member of the 

NAMA Advisory Committee; that he could offer no view on the reference made; and that any 

suggestion that he had been appointed to look after the Project Eagle transaction is incorrect. 

Copies of these letters to and from Mr Rooney are enclosed in Appendix 1 below. 

2. Point 12 – Other Options 

The statement at the start of this paragraph that PIMCO did not suggest other options to NAMA 

is not consistent with NAMA’s notes of the call in question, nor indeed with Appendix E to the 

Comptroller & Auditor General’s Report, with which PIMCO in its letter of 8 November 2016 

stated it was largely in agreement. NAMA’s call notes on this point indicate that PIMCO had 

raised the possibility of continuing in the process without the three counterparties concerned 

(i.e. the proposed recipients of the success fee), but that it would need to discuss this with the 

business. 



3. 	Points 3(d) (iii) and (iv) 

There is an inconsistency with NAMA’s call notes. These points taken together suggest that 

PIMCO informed NAMA that there had been two proposed fee arrangements and that one had 

been dropped in response to queries from PIMCO on whether Mr Cushnahan’s proposed 

interest had been disclosed to NAMA. This is not consistent with NAMA’s notes of these calls. 
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